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‘PLATFORM’. AN OPEN COMPETITION TO DESIGN A PUBLIC-TRANSPORT STOP FOR THE TSVETNOY GOROD 
RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX IN ST PETERSBURG
 
Project Baltia magazine and LSR Group announce an open competition for young architects and designers for 
a design for a public-transport stop in the Tsvetnoy Gorod residential complex (Krasnogvardeysky district, St 
Petersburg).

When designing a new district outside the city centre, it is necessary to think not just of original architecture, 
but also, as Jan Gehl recommends, of the space ‘between buildings’. What does this space involve? Above all, 
the network of streets and roads consisting of pedestrian, automobile, and other routes of lesser or greater 
importance. An extremely important element of the transport infrastructure and one to which insufficient 
attention is currently paid is, of course, stops for buses, trolleybuses, and trams.
In spite of what was thought by the Modernists of the last century, in the 21st century the role of public 
transport has not declined in favour of private transport. This is why the design of transport stops all over the 
world is today becoming more diverse and innovative. In effect, what we are talking about is a symbolic reflection 
of the idea of the socially oriented livable city.

Even the most ordinary public-transport stop is always a more complex structure in terms of function than might 
seem at first sight: it is a carrier of advertising and information, a shelter from bad weather, and a place in which 
people interact. The misfortune of such structures in the context of our city is the standard nature of their 
design.

And yet even in Soviet times public-transport stops were real works of architecture – which today are the 
subject of photo albums and serious historical studies.

The open competition for young architects organized by Project Baltia and LSR Group asks entrants to think 
about how to make transport stops’ exterior appearance memorable and unique and to think of about possible 
non-standard approaches to the functional design of these elements in Tsvetnoy Gorod, a new residential district 
in St Petersburg.

Transport stops in Tsvetnoy Gorod will be built in accordance with the winning competition entries and become 
unique attractions for the new district and for St Petersburg in general. The city has a clear lack of attractions on 
its periphery.
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OKSANA ANDROSOVA, HEAD OF THE ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN TEAM AT LSR GROUP: 
 
 “Tsvetnoy Gorod is a major new project which we are building in Krasnogvardeysky district. The 
380-hectare site will have residential street blocks, several kindergartens and schools, a hospital, 
medical centres, and other essential elements of commercial and social infrastructure. In such 
a large residential complex it is simply impossible to do without landscaping. So we have decided 
to hold an architecture competition so that in the future we shall be able to create, in addition to 
recreational spaces, unusual transport stops which will bring joy to residents and constitute a 
special feature of the area.”
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SITUATIONAL SCHEME AREA
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TSVETNOY GOROD 
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TSVETNOY GOROD 
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THE CURRENT VIEW
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PROGRAMME
 
Organizer: OOO Izdatelsky dom BALTIKUM (Project Batlia magazine) 
Client: LSR Group

Concept: participants in the competition are asked to design a pubic-transport stop for a site near the public centre 
at the Tsvetnoy Gorod residential complex, which is being built by LSR Group in St Petersburg’s Krasnogvardeysky 
district.
The brief requires competition entrants to design a pavilion whose main function will be to offer shelter from bad 
weather, while also serving other purposes relating to contemporary life. The public-transport stop should become 
a platform which helps residents while away their enforced waiting time, but also provide additional opportunities 
which are apt in the present context. The use of innovative technologies and the addition of content which is useful, 
entertaining, and cultural are encouraged. No less important is the shape of the pavilion itself. Participants in the 
competition should provide an argued and convincing response to the question of how the public-transport stop 
should look in 21st-century St Petersburg: the stop’s visual design should be based on the architectural context 
and refer to the history of the site or the city or, on the other hand, reflect the essence of the this piece of transport 
infrastructure; in other words, it should be a designer structure. The result should be a pavilion which will give the 
Tsvetnoy Gorod district a new landmark and endow the city with an attraction which will appeal to all citizens.

Practical recommendations for designing the stop:
> The total floor area should be between 40 and 50 sq. m., depending on the type of structure to be designed. The 
approximate dimensions of the contour of the pavilion should be 14 x 3 or 9 x 3 metres;
> The bottom of the roof should be at a height of 2.5 to 3 metres from the ground so as to be comfortable on the inside. 
The maximum height of the structure depends on the concept, but should not exceed 4.5 – 5 metres;
> The pavilion is to have walls on three sides;
> The pavilion is to have benches and rubbish bins;
> The interior may include benches with backs, walls with display windows showing notices and transport timetables, 
architectural and decorative details, and lighting. 
> Elements of greenery and landscaping may be incorporated in the stop.
> Landscaping includes: various forms of paving, retaining walls, flowerbeds.  

Relevant regulatory law: OST 218.1.002-2003 ‘Bus stops on roads for automobiles. General technical requirements’

Competition format: an open anonymous competition for architects and landscape and object designers from Russia 
and abroad up to the age of 35 (inclusive).
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NOTE ON THE HISTORY OF THE PUBLIC-TRANSPORT STOP:

The history of public-transport stops in Russia may be traced back to the first postal stations (coaching inns).
The postal station was a postal establishment where it was possible to rest and change horses and other means of 
transport, and where mail was delivered and picked up. Historians are of the opinion that our ancestors took the idea of 
the postal service from the conquering Mongols. It was at this difficult time that the first postal stations appeared on 
the country’s main roads.                  
The introduction of railways in Russia brought the first railway stations. At passenger stations trains arrived and 
departed, passengers boarded and left the trains and were served, tickets were sold, baggage was taken in and given 
out, hand luggage was stored, and so on.
Railway stations consist of the following:
1 – station building; 2 – telephone line; 3 – traffic-control room; 4 – switches for points; 5 – main support for overhead 
electricity network with oil insulator; 6 – signals.
The first public urban public transport is considered to be the omnibus.
The omnibus (from the Latin word meaning ‘for all’) is a form of urban public transport which was characteristic for the 
second half of the 19th century and consisted of a horse-drawn carriage for 15-20 people. The seats for passengers 
were situated inside the omnibus and on the roof (in the case of the so-called ‘Imperial’).
The omnibus is the historical precursor of the autobus (bus). At the end of the 19th century the omnibus was squeezed 
out by the horse-drawn tram and then by the electric tram. In Russian cities the omnibus existed righted up until 1917 
and the Civil War.
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The Soviet period bequeathed public-transport pavilions  which stand out for their original design and dynamic 
shape. The architecture of public-transport stops began developing especially quickly following the reforms of Nikita 
Khrushchev, when the planner’s lexicon of residential and public buildings came under strong pressure from the 
‘campaign against superfluities’. It was this type of small utilitarian pavilion that gave Soviet architects their best 
opportunity to express their creative impulses. In the 1960s-1980s hundreds of transport stops were created in the 
various Soviet republics. The formal merits of these structures are such that they may justly be considered part of the 
history of world Modernist architecture. 
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Today the public transport stop is not only a piece of architecture, but also a technologically well-equipped element of 
infrastructure. Transport stops are increasingly endowed with additional functions, are becoming interactive, and are 
turning into mini-hubs; essentially, they are interchange points.

21st-century transport stops are designed taking into account progressive technical innovations in public-transport 
vehicles themselves. The first bus stop in Great Britain to function as a solar battery was built in London; the energy 
generated by this stop is sufficient to power an average-sized house.  Now available on the market are electric buses 
which can recharge their batteries at such bus stops. Pavilions for transport stops are no longer merely separate 
structures, but are increasingly incorporated in a changing transport environment which is oriented on passengers’ 
comfort (including the comfort of disabled passengers) and likewise on various devices (such as bicycles and 
longboards) used by citizens for getting around. Nevertheless, the transport stop has not shed its function as an 
active element of the urban environment, and this means that the planner is required to design a structure which is not 
just functional, but also fits harmoniously into the architectural context.
Station, transport stop, mini-hub: the time, name, vehicles, scale, tempo, and rhythm may change, but the essence 
remains unchanged.

California. Jeff Selzer and Joseph Bellomo 
combined functions of the public transport stop 
and bicycle parking.

Rintala Eggertsson Architects from Norway chose 
a site for the stop close to the tennis court. This 
reinforced the bus stop with an additional public 
function. To the basic function of shelter the
viewers function was added, so the people can 
watch the sport events from a bus stop / tribune.

The bus stop with a solar  battery on the roof, was designed by Polysolar engineering company in collaboration with 
Marshall brand. It produces energy enough for supply of the medium size house.
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DEADLINES AND IMPORTANT DATES 
Registration: until November 3rd, 2016
Deadline for submission of competition designs: November 15th, 2016
Opening of exhibition of shortlisted designs: November 22nd, 2016
Announcement of results: November 29th, 2016

COUNCIL OF EXPERTS FOR THE COMPETITION:
Oksana Androsova, head of the Architecture and Design Department, LSR Group in the North-West of Russia
Vladimir Frolov, Editor in Chief, Project Baltia
Lyubov Leontieva, head of Ludi Architects, St Petersburg

COMPETITION JURY:
Vladimir Grigoriev, Chairman of the Committee for Urban Architecture, Chief Architect of St Petersburg
Maurice Nio, head, NIO architecten, Rotterdam
Kimmo Lintula, partner, K2S, Helsinki
Tomas Grunskis, partner, aexn, Vilnius
Yevgeny Spiridonov, head, AM-TRI, St Petersburg
Feliks Buyanov, head, B2, St Petersburg
Ruben Arakelyan, head, WALL, Moscow
Andrey Lyublinsky, artist and designer, St Petersburg
Natalya Baburova, senior teacher at the Department of Contextual Design at the Stieglitz Academy of Art and Design, 
St Petersburg
A representative of LSR Group

Secretary of the jury, with voting rights:
Vladimir Frolov, Editor-in-Chief, Project Baltia
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PROJECTS SUBMITTED TO THE COMPETITION SHOULD MEET THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS:

1. Functionality. 
The structure should, above all, be convenient to use, but the authors should be inventive in filling it with additional 
purposes. Time spent at the ‘Platform’ should not drag, but pass unnoticed.
2. Imagery. 
The pavilion should serve as a landmark for the district. It should be memorable for its non-standard shape, attract 
passers-by, and be popular as a background for photos.
3. Safety. 
The structure should protect users from possible road accidents.
4.Sturdiness. 
As a public space, the pavilion should be vandal-resistant.
5. Interactivity. 
The design should incorporate equipment informing users at the very least of the progress of public transport on the 
routes served by the stop.
6. A basic lighting concept.
7. Solutions should be low-cost and realizable.
8. Authors should describe and justify the materials used in their designs.
9. Innovativeness. 
The structure should be oriented, first of all, on convenience for pedestrians, but should also take into account the 
growing variety of modern public transport and, more generally, ways of getting around.
10. People inside the pavilion should have a clear view of public transport as it approaches.
11. There should be a buffer zone between the pavilion and additional elements (advertising and information stands, 
pillars for posters, and so on).
12. Resistance to weather. 
The minimal height of the walls providing protection from wind in the half-closed pavilions is 2.2. metres. There should 
be walls on three sides.
13. The pavilion should take into account the needs of people with limited mobility.
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CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING PROJECTS.
1. Realizability.
2. Effective and original functional design.
3. Shapes should be striking and convincing.
4. Innovativeness.
5. Ecological soundness.
6. Economy. 
7. Conformity to regulatory standards (deviations from the standards should be justified).

CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION
> The competition is open to both individuals and teams.
> Applications to take part should be sent to competitions@projectbaltia.com, indicating your name and surname, date 
of birth, and place where you live and work or study.
> Submission of an application means that you agree to the terms set out in the competition brief and with the 
competition rules.
> Once registered, participants may submit as many competition entries as they wish (providing that their entries 
comply with the competition rules).
> Entries which do not comply with the competition brief will not be considered by the jury.
> A session of the council of experts will produce a shortlist of participants whose works will be recommended for 
realization and will be sent for further development by the authors prior to the jury meeting.
> All shortlisted foreign participants will be given necessary documents in support of their visa applications for Russia, 
so that they may visit the construction site in good time.
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REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING THE CONTENT AND FORMAT OF COMPETITION ENTIRES
Competition entrants should prepare presentations in the form of 1500 x 1500 mm boards (to be submitted as 
PDF files) containing the following mandatory images and information:
1. Project motto and concept (not more than 1500 characters).
2. A plan combined with the general plan (showing the structure in the context of the city or the neighbourhood).
3. A masterplan of the site (including landscaping and planting of the abutting land) (scale: 1:500).
4. Visualization (perspectival views from main viewing points).
5. Facades (scale: 1:100; 1:200).
6. A structural cross-section (scale: 1:50, 1: 100, 1: 200)
7. A maquette.(you will need a maquette, if you get into short-list)

NB. Presentations containing the names of authors or design studios will NOT BE CONSIDERED by the jury. 
Competition languages: English, Russian. An accompanying letter should be sent to competitions@projectbaltia.
com); indicating the title of the file uploaded to the FTP server and the name, surname, year of birth, place of 
residence and study (and/or place of work) of its author.
Shortlisted entries will be displayed at the New Stage of the Aleksandrinsky Theatre in St Petersburg on 
November 22nd-30th 2016. This is where the prize-giving will take place. The winning projects will be published in 
the Competitions section of Project Baltia.

Prize fund:
1st Prize: 110 000 rubles
2nd Prize: 65 000 rubles
3rd Prize: 45 000 rubles
(The competition organizer will serve as the ‘tax agent’ for personal income tax on prizes paid out to competition 
winners – in accordance with current Russian law).
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CONTACT EMAIL
competitions@projectbaltia.com

COMPETITION WEBSITE: 
projectbaltia.com 

FTP SERVER:  
ftp://fat10.z8.ru 
Log in: pbftp 
Password: water2007 
Folder: Competitions/LSR

COORDINATOR:
Yekaterina Karavaeva
+7-962-688-36-14
pm@projectbaltia.com


